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ABSTRACT
Names function as sensory representations, but the relationship between names and sensory
stimuli/responses remains unclear. This study proposes the existence of a class of stimulus-response pathways,
the name pathway, where a name is a reproducible and communicable symbol and the name pathway is one
where the same name is both the stimulus and the response. Once a stimulus-response “name” pathway is
formed as a result of reinforcement-based learning and in concert with the formation of the associated
stimulus-response “sensory” pathway for a named object, act or process, Hebbian cross-pathway connectivity
between the sensory and name pathways allows each pathway’s stimulus to activate the other’s response. The
model proposes that every higher-order cognitive function exists only because it was named and that each such
function may be defined mechanistically to be the outcome of the “recognition,” “interpretation,” and
“retrieval” of sensory experiences from networks of names for that function.
Keywords: Name Pathway Model, Sensory Experience, Networks, Neural Model, Hebbian Learning
Nevertheless, these reports remain inadequate in
putting forward a self-sufficient neural model of
cognition describing a precise and direct structuralfunctional relationship between names and sensory
experiences. For instance, there exists a need for a
simple and testable proposal of a mechanism that
demonstrates, based on the fundamental principles of
stimulus-response pathways, how specific sensory
experiences may be selectively accessed by names and
how sensory experiences can retrieve names.
Specifically, what remains lacking is a hypothesis that
first postulates the identity and anatomy of that
particular neural component responsible for relating
names to sensory experiences and then mechanistically
outlines such an association.
The theoretical model in this study is a new
proposal for the existence of a previously undescribed
and unique class of stimulus-response sensory
pathways, the name pathway, that describes a direct,
one-on-one relationship between names and sensations.
It defines, for the first time, this novel pathway as one
in which the same name is both the stimulus and the
response. Necessary and sufficient mechanisms by
which the name pathway serves as a seamless structural

1. INTRODUCTION
A number of theories have speculated that the
expression of coherent and reproducible language or its
elements is an inherent feature of human perception and
cognition (Pinker, 1999; Kuhl, 2000; Holden, 2004;
Wong, 2005). A large body of empirical and theoretical
literature on word acquisition exists (Colunga and Smith,
2005; Regier et al., 2005; Garagnani et al., 2008;
Cummings et al., 2009; Frank et al., 2009; Mayor and
Plunkett, 2010). Many proposals have advocated a role
for symbols and names as sensory representations
(Harnad, 1990; Humphreys et al., 1999; Feldman and
Narayanan, 2004; Sheridan, 2005). Ideas such as the
adaptive resonance theory seek to relate learning and the
naming process (Glotin et al., 2010), while other models
have implicated dynamic neural states in the naming of
actions (Tranel et al., 2008). Several lines of research
continue to demonstrate a relationship between names
(such as words) and neurons (Quiroga et al., 2005) and
between names and perception/cognition (Winawer et al.,
2007). Evidence has been presented for networks of
brain regions supporting the naming of objects
(DeLeon et al., 2007; Newhart et al., 2007).
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and functional link between names and the sensory
experience associated with the named object, act or
process are described. The end result of the processes in
this pathway is the emergence of uniquely human,
higher-order cognition: Comprehensive reasoning and
universal understanding, wide-ranging thought and
deliberation, evaluable and comparative judgment,
semantic and broad-spectrum recall, symbolic
manipulation and mathematical computation, cultural
communication and transmission-processes that
transcend the elementary “consciousness” and
rudimentary cognitive traits attributed to non-human
animals (Hauser, 2005; Heyes, 2012; Thornton et al.,
2012; The CDC, 2012).
Importantly, for such a model to be meaningful, it
must be in consonance with one or more current views
on the origins of language and cognition and their
interrelationship. Along this line, the proposed model is
aligned with two overlapping schools of thoughts: The
cognitive neuroscience movement that emphasizes
neurobiological underpinnings to explain the relationship
between language and cognition (Harris, 2003) and the
evolutionary cognitive movement that posits natural
selection acting on early humans as the force driving the
origin of and association between language and
cognition (Heyes, 2012; Ulbaek, 1998).

sensory response to the object. In this model, a stimulus
activating a sensory pathway connected to a name
pathway can result in producing that name (vocal
response of saying the name) and a stimulus activating a
name pathway connected to a sensory pathway can result
in producing the response that is associated with that
sensory pathway (such as reaching for the named
object). This cross-pathway connectivity and activation
between name stimuli and sensory responses and
between sensory stimuli and name responses allows
names to function as cognitive elements.
Name pathways as defined would include those that
connect stimuli of names heard, transcribed or otherwise
expressed (such as sign language) to the response of
producing the same sound, transcription or expression of
the names. The pathways once formed are strengthened
and made durable i.e., become established-through
constant activation and reinforcement during the learning
process and by a variety of mechanisms that could
include long-term potentiation and long-term depression
(Brecht and Schmitz, 2008).

2.2. Name Pathway Networks, Prerequisites for
Higher-Order Cognitive Activity and the
Stimulus-Response Nature of their Wiring
When the previously established name pathway for
the name apple is simultaneously activated with another
established name pathway (as when these names are
taught together), these pathways become connected.
Thus, the apple name becomes connected to names such
as see, nice, round, red, smooth, bite, sweet, cut, knife,
juicy, take, put, one, on top of, yesterday, small, mine, I,
dad and so on, when the apple name is taught in
conjunction with or heard together with each of the
above names. The result is the creation of an apple
name network, consisting of an interconnected network
of all the above names, together with their associated
sensory pathways. This means that excitation in any
one name pathway in a network of established name
pathways could activate the name pathways of all the
other names; by extension, the activation of any one
name pathway in a network now has the potential to
activate the responses of all sensory pathways
associated with that entire name network.
However, not all pathways in a name network are
activated to the same extent, since this is dependent upon
the intensity, duration and consistency of activity
(Schurger et al., 2010) and the level of reinforcement,
together constituting the strength or neural experience of
a pathway and its networks.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
2.1. Structure of the Name Pathway and its
Cross-Connectivity to Sensory Pathways
A name pathway is defined as a stimulus-response
pathway where the same name is both the stimulus and
the response. A name is any reproducible and
communicable symbol that is learnt, such as an auditory
or visual symbol that is a part of language. The
development of a name pathway that results from
learning (as when the child is able to correctly vocalize
the name that he hears of an object shown to him) is
associated with another sensory pathway that links the
(visual) stimulus of the object to the physical/behavioral
response to this stimulus. For convenience, this nonname sensory pathway will be referred to from here on
as “sensory pathway,” to distinguish it from a name
pathway. Because the name pathway is active at the
same time as this sensory pathway, both pathways
become wired to each other (per Hebb’s rule) by a
connecting pathway (Fig. 1). The name for an object, act
or process has now become linked-or assigned-to the
Science Publications
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Fig. 1. Formation of a name pathway and its cross-pathway connection to (non-name) sensory pathways. The name pathway in the
child for the name apple (thick lines, A, B, C) is formed and strengthened through reinforcement-based learning
(reinforcement stimulus from the teaching person, dashed line D), that eventually results in the loss of activity in response
pathway E (that produces sounds other than “apple”). Because the (non-name) sensory pathway (thin, unbroken lines, F,
G) linking the visual stimulus of the apple with behavioral/physical responses and the name pathway are simultaneously
active, they become connected together per Hebb’s rule. This connecting pathway H (dotted line) is formed as a
bidirectional pathway. The name apple has now become “assigned” to the sensory response to the object apple. Once
these pathways are established, subsequent activation of the sensory pathway, as by the visual stimulus of the apple, can
bring about a name response in the other pathway via the connecting pathway: F to H to C. Similarly, a name stimulus
(such as on hearing the sound of the name) can bring about a response in the sensory pathway: A to B to H to G. Such
cross-pathway connectivity and activation is the basis for names to function as cognitive elements, through processes of
recognition, interpretation and retrieval

The relative strengths of pathways therefore determine
the directions of activity; directional wiring is also the
consequence of the sequential activation of name
pathways during the learning process. That is, each name
is a stimulus to its following name and a response to its
preceding name, as when the child learns the name group
red apple or on the table after having learned each name
separately. This stimulus-response nature of name
groups may serve as a basis of the development of syntax
and language units such as phrases.
Science Publications

2.3. Emergence of Higher-Order Cognition via
the
Name
Pathway:
Processes
of
“Recognition,”
“Interpretation”
and
“Retrieval” of Sensory Experience
The establishment of a name pathway and its
connection to its sensory pathway permits the subsequent
discriminative activation of this sensory pathway via this
name. Such categorical excitation of a sensory response
as a result of activation of its associated name pathway
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further retrieval of such interpreted sensory experience
by names; (4) the overall anatomy of the name network,
built over the name pathways, that allows for the
retrieval of vast amounts of interconnected sensory
experience by just a single name; and (5) the stimulusresponse architecture of name pathways belonging to
name groups that may allow for the development of
syntax and language units such as phrases.
In the example illustrated in Fig. 3, the sight of a
sunset activates visual pathways, setting off a torrent of
activity in connected name and sensory pathways in a
multitude of overlapping name networks. These would
include the network for the name see, consisting of name
pathways for see, look, eye, ocean and the network for the
name sunset, consisting of pathways for the names sunset,
sun, clouds, dusk, red. Because the name see was
previously established in concert with the names I and
aware in the form of name groups (as defined previously),
activity in the see name pathway will now activate the I
name network (consisting of pathways for the names I, he,
my, am, of) and the aware name network (aware, know,
understand). An understanding of the visual awareness of
the sunset (that transcends the mere object knowledge that
an animal may have, as pointed out in section 1) may now
be defined as the recognized, interpreted and retrieved
sensory experiences of activated networks of all the name
pathways listed above (Fig. 3).
These name networks may also excite connected
pathways for other names such as pretty or scenic and
their networks. The result is a perception of the beauty of
the sunset, which may be defined as the recognized,
interpreted and retrieved sensory experiences of the
networks of names for this perceptive function: Such names
would include those above, activated earlier and others
activated subsequently, namely, pretty, scenic, grand,
attractive, nice, wonder. If there is a sense of well-being on
seeing the sunset, this results from the recognized,
interpreted and retrieved sensory experiences of activated
networks of interconnected names that would now include
good, pleasure, calm, feel, happy, lucky and satisfied.
The “thinking” of these names occurs concomitantly,
whereby activity in the sensory pathways connected to
these name pathways leads to the retrieval of name
responses, resulting in my thought of the above names:
“This pretty sunset makes me feel happy!”
A
mechanism for thinking of names is proposed below.
When does a contrary perception of dullness of the
sunset become the dominant function? This result
follows from the activation of a different network of
connected names, such as dull, boring, seen before,
yawn, uninteresting (Fig. 3).

may be described as the identification or “recognition” of
sensory experience by a name.
Each name pathway is connected to several sensory
pathways. For instance, the see name pathway is
connected to visual pathways of a multitude of different
objects. Under this condition, differential recognition of
only a particular subset of sensory pathways belonging to
a name occurs when two or more names are activated in
conjunction. Such simultaneous excitation, as when these
names are heard together, will cause only those sensory
pathways that are shared by both name pathways to be
activated the most (Fig. 2). This may be described as the
process of “interpretation” of sensory experience,
whereby activated names modify/qualify the totality of
the sensory responses available to them by recognizing
only that subset of sensory pathways common to all their
names, thus discriminatively “retrieving” (defined
below) a specific subset of experiences.
Processes of activation and deactivation of pathways,
possibly functioning in a cyclical manner, appear to be
features of perception and cognition (Casey et al., 2000;
Haider et al., 2006; Stroffek et al., 2007). Thus,
activation of a name or sensory pathway is followed by a
deactivation of this pathway that is accompanied by an
activation of its connected sensory or name pathway;
subsequent deactivation of this secondary sensory or
name pathway is accompanied by re-activation of the
initial name or sensory pathway. The net effect is a
repetitive and continual fraction-of-time by fraction-oftime activation and reactivation of name and sensory
pathways in name networks, which may be described as
the process of “retrieval” of recognized and interpreted
sensory experiences by names.

2.4. A Name Pathway Model of Higher-Order
Cognition
The fundamental precept of this model is that every
higher-order cognitive function exists only because it
was named. That is, all higher-order reasoning,
deliberation, understanding, judgment, abstract thought,
non-episodic recall, computation, communication, etc.,
that are uniquely characteristic of the human condition
may be defined to be the outcome of the recognition,
interpretation and retrieval of sensory experiences from
networks of names for that function. In this definition of
the emergence of higher-order cognition, note the
centrality of the five elements of the model that derive
from the Hebbian, stimulus-response nature of the name
pathway: (1) The initial recognition of sensory
experience by names; (2) the subsequent interpretation of
such recognized sensory experience by names; (3) the
Science Publications
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Fig. 2. Interpretation of sensory experiences by names. A limited number of names and sensory pathways are depicted here. As in
Fig. 1, name pathways are in thick, vertical lines, while sensory pathways are in thin (unbroken), vertical lines.
Interconnections between these pathways are shown in dotted, horizontal lines: A, B, C. On hearing the sound “apple,”
excitation in the apple name pathway activates the visual and touch sensory pathways equally via connections A and B,
respectively. On the other hand, when the apple and touch name pathways are concurrently activated (as when the name
group “touch apple” is heard), excitation received by the touch sensory pathway via B and C is stronger than the excitation
received by the visual sensory pathway via A alone (two sources of excitation versus one). This results in the net excitation of the
touch sensory pathway to the exclusion of activity in the visual sensory pathway. Thus, in this example, although one name
(apple) pathway is capable of activating multiple sensory pathways, a second name (touch) modifies or qualifies-that is,
interprets-the totality of the sensory responses available to the first name pathway such that only a select subset of sensory
responses associated with the first name is actually activated. Such interpretation is part of a continuum of activities that follows
the recognition of names and precedes the retrieval of sensory information from networks of name pathways wired in a stimulusresponse, directional manner

For instance, my dull name pathway may be strongly
activated because I heard someone say that name as I
was watching the sunset or because I saw someone
yawn, activating my sensory and name pathways
connected to the dull name.
Recall of a previously seen sunset is the recognized,
interpreted and retrieved sensory experiences of
networks of many of the names listed above in this
Section, together with other names such as past, trip,
travel, remember, memory and imagine. (A mechanism
for recall is proposed below.) Similarly, making a
Science Publications

judgment comparing the present sunset with a past sunset
would involve names such as compare, different, less,
one, change, old, yesterday and now. These processes are
outlined in Fig. 3.

2.5. Specific Illustration of the Model: Recall of
Experience and Thought of Names
To expand on the model laid out above, a simple
framework for a complementary mechanism for two
higher-order cognitive processes-recall of experience
and thinking of names-may be proposed as follows.
5
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Fig. 3. A name pathway model of higher-order cognition. The visual stimulus of a sunset activates name pathways for see and sunset,
previously formed and established as a result of reinforcement-based learning and other processes described in the text. These
name pathways activate their Name Networks (NNs), which consist of pathways that are directionally wired and that differ
from one another in their relative strength-properties that determine which of two alternate networks is activated. Sensory
experiences are recognized, interpreted and retrieved by names, resulting in higher-order cognitive experiences that may be
expressed in several ways, such as in thought and speech
Science Publications
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 4. Mechanism for recall of sensory experience and thinking of names. Pathways in the child are drawn as in Fig. 2. Pathways
missing their stimuli are marked with an X. We begin with the condition in which the book visual pathway (pathway A, B)
and the book name pathway (C, D) have already been established in the child (with interconnecting pathway E). Figure 4A:
Recall of sensory response on hearing a name: The recall of the visual response to an absent book is achieved in pathway B
via activation of C, E, when the book name pathway is activated. Figure 4B: Thinking of a name following a sensory
stimulus: The thinking of the name book is achieved in pathway D via activation of A, E, when the sensory pathway of the
book is activated in the absence of hearing the name

A child on hearing the previously learned name of an
absent object that he has seen before may behave as if he
is responding to its presence, such as reaching for the
object. Such “recall of experience” would involve the
continual retrieval of the response of the sensory
pathway (in the absence its stimulus) via excitation
originating from its linked name pathway (Fig. 4A).
Along similar lines, a child when presented with an
object that he has earlier learned to name is able to
correctly name it again without hearing its name (i.e., in
the absence of the name stimulus). This process
underlying the “thinking of the name” would involve the
continual retrieval of the response of the name pathway
(one that is missing its name stimulus) via excitation
originating from its linked sensory pathway (Fig. 4B).
Although not discussed further here, a particular
advantage of the basic mechanism proposed above is that
it can be expanded to account for semantic, non-episodic
recall and generalized, abstract thinking.
Science Publications

3. CONCLUSION
This elementary theoretical model proposes, for the
first time, the existence of a novel class of stimulusresponse pathways called the name pathway, defines its
structure and function and describes explicit mechanisms
for the emergence of higher-order cognitive functions
through name pathway-induced activity in networks of
sensory and name pathways. These mechanisms are also
among some of the most explicit descriptions of the
concepts of the recognition, interpretation and retrieval
of sensory information couched in the language of
elementary pathway systems. This self-sufficient model
is based solely on basic Hebbian learning and
neurobiology and involves no more than networks of
stimulus-response pathways and pathways that
interconnect them. Figure 3, while depicting
rudimentary features of such networks, is suggestive of
how further layers of detailed and extensive pathways
can be added to provide more meaning and
7
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comprehension (although more complexity) to the
model. As discussed earlier, functional activity in
such a multitude of networks is largely dependent on
the relative strength of the connecting pathways. In
this sense, the model approximates those that are built
on Hebbian learning and the connectivity of synapses
and their strengths (e.g., Hopfield and Tank, 1986;
Cowell and French, 2011). Computational testing as
applied to such synaptic models may therefore be
fruitfully applied to the name pathway model.
Some examples of where the name pathway model
may be aligned with current theories and thus may add to
our understanding of them may be pointed out here.
Name pathways connected to sensory pathways as
described here may well function as mirror neurons
(Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004). Thus, regardless of
whether I see someone eat a fruit and hear him say
“sweet,” or I am the one who bites into a fruit and says
“sweet,” the same visual pathway for fruit, the auditory
pathway for “sweet,” and the interconnected name pathway
networks for fruit and sweet are activated in the observed
and the observer. Another example that supports the
fundamentals of the name pathway model presented here is
the theory of working memory (Repov and Baddeley,
2006), which specifies that verbal information (analogous to
the name pathways in the model) and nonverbal
information (analogous to the sensory pathways in the
model) are held in separate and dissociable (but
interconnected, analogous to the connecting pathways in the
model) working memory stores.
A major implication of the name pathway model is
that by augmenting our repertoire of names with new
names (thus creating new name pathways) and by
creating new links among names (such as by forming
new name groups), we widen our selective as well as ondemand access to specific sensory experiences. One may
also speculate that the model may inform the debate on
the meaning of cognitive choice and control (Haggard,
2008; Kable and Glimcher, 2009). Our so-called choice
of action at each stage of decision-making could be
largely a function of the neural experience (as defined
previously) of a name pathway and the nature of the
stimulus at every such assessment point in a name
network. On the other hand, an obvious example where
control is minimal is the phenomenon of nighttime
dreaming, likely in part to be the result of short bursts of
activity in subgroups of name networks that are excited
by weak and momentary stimuli from other connected
name and sensory pathways. Finally, it could also be
speculated that the name pathway model may adequately
Science Publications

explain some elements of additional phenomena such as,
to provide just one example, psychosomatic control
ascribed to meditative thought (Anderson et al., 2008).
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